
Email: sales@polymax.co.uk   Tel: +44 (0)1420 474 123 

Unit 75, Whitehill & Bordon Enterprise Park
Budds Lane, Bordon, Hampshire GU35 0FJ

Although the technical details and recommendations made correspond to the best of our knowledge and experience, all the above information must, in every 
case, be taken as merely indicative and subject to confirmation after long-term practical application; for this reason, anyone who intends to use Polymax 
products must ensure beforehand that it is suitable for the envisaged application. In every case, the user alone is fully responsible for any consequences 

deriving from the use of the product. All sales subject to our standard terms www.polymax.co.uk/sales-terms

Colour:

Material:

Weight:

Black

Tyrecord Hi-Fibre

3.2KG

Operating temperature range:  -15°C 70°Cto

Product SKU: 6009403

Durable Tyrecord Hi-Fibre material provides the longest lasting protection to the HGV or loading bay.

These fenders are commonly found on the HGV trailer to prevent damage to the metalwork of the vehicle. The Tyrecord 
Hi-Fibre material is an extremely strong and durable rubber. The thin rectangular design is a suitable shape to fix along the 
bumpers or extruding body work. They come in two sizes with either 3 or 6 bolt holes.

Rectangular Dock Bumper TPX 490L x 80W x 90H
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Colour:

Material:

Weight:

Black

Tyrecord Hi-Fibre

6.5KG

Operating temperature range:  -15°C 70°Cto

Physical Property Unit Typical Values

Hardness ShA 78
Elongation at Break % 15
Tensile Strength MPa 3.4

       

Product SKU: 6010886

Durable Tyrecord Hi-Fibre material provides the longest lasting protection to the HGV or loading bay.

These fenders are commonly found on the HGV trailer to prevent damage to the metalwork of the vehicle. The Tyrecord 
Hi-Fibre material is an extremely strong and durable rubber. The thin rectangular design is a suitable shape to fix along the 
bumpers or extruding body work. They come in two sizes with either 3 or 6 bolt holes.

Rectangular Dock Bumper TPX 750L x 115W x 75H
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